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Motivation

• How do you think people behave in a set of hypothetical
scenarios?

• Would you expect any biases in judgements?

• We discuss next some of the systematic biases that arise
when people form beliefs.

• For guidance on this, economists turn to the extensive
experimental evidence compiled by cognitive
psychologists.
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Beliefs

• A crucial component of any model of markets is a
specification of how agents form expectations.

• We summarize next what psychologists have learned
about how people appear to form beliefs in practice.
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Overconfidence

• Extensive evidence shows that people are overconfident in
their judgments.

• First, the confidence intervals people assign to their
estimates of quantities are far too narrow.

• As Alpert and Raiffa (1982) show the people’s 98%
confidence intervals, for example, include the true
quantity only about 60% of the time.

• Second, people are poorly calibrated when estimating
probabilities.

• Events that people think certain to occur actually occur
only around 80% of the time and events that people
deem impossible occur 20% of the time (Fischhoff, Slovic
and Lichtenstein (1977)).
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Optimism and Wishful Thinking

• Most people display unrealistically rosy views of their
abilities and prospects as Weinstein (1980) indicates.

• Typically, over 90% of those surveyed think they are
above average in such domains as driving skill, ability to
get along with people and sense of humor.

• They also display a systematic planning fallacy: they
predict that tasks (such as writing papers) will be
completed much sooner than they actually are (Buehler,
Griffin and Ross (1994)).
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Belief Perseverance
• Lord, Ross and Lepper (1979) indicate that once people

have formed an opinion, they cling to it too tightly and
for too long.

• First, people are reluctant to search for evidence that
contradicts their beliefs.

• Second, even if they find evidence, they treat it with
excessive skepticism.

• Some studies have found an even stronger effect, known
as confirmation bias, whereby people misinterpret
evidence that goes against their hypothesis as actually
being in their favor.
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Representativeness

• Kahneman and Tversky (1974) show that when people
try to determine the probability that a data set A was
generated by a model B, or than an object A belongs to a
class B, they often use the representativeness heuristic.

• This means that they evaluate the probability by the
degree to which A reflects the essential characteristics of
B.

• Recall the next experiment.
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Experiment

Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very bright. She
majored in philosophy. As a student, she was deeply concerned
with issues of discrimination and social justice, and also
participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations.

Which is more probable?

(a) Linda is a bank teller.

(b) Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist
movement.
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Findings

• Subjects typically assign greater probability to (b).

• Bayes’ Law states that:

P (statement(b)|description) = P (description|statement(b))P (statement(b))
P (description)

• Assume “Linda is a bank teller” is statement (a), and
“Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist
movement” is statement (b).

• People apply the law incorrectly, putting too much weight
on P (description|statement(b)), which captures
representativeness and too little weight on
P (statement(b)).
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Availability Bias

• When judging the probability of an event, people often
search their memories for relevant information.

• While this is a perfectly sensible procedure, it can produce
biased estimates because not all memories are typically
retrievable or available.
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Anchoring

• Kahneman and Tversly (1974) argue that when forming
estimates, people often start with some initial (possibly
arbitrary) value and then adjust away from it.

• Experimental evidence shows that the adjustment is often
insufficient. Put differently, people “anchor” too much on
the initial value.
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The Endowment Effect
• The idea behind exchange asymmetries is that ownership

confers a psychic benefit or an endowment effect.

• Kahneman et al. (1991) motivate the endowment effect
through the following example.

A wine-loving economist we know of purchased some
nice Bordeaux wines years ago at low prices. The
wines have greatly appreciated in value, so that a bot-
tle that cost only $10 when purchased, would now
fetch $200 at auction. This economist, now drinks
some of his wine occasionally, but would neither be
willing to sell the wine at the auction price nor buy an
additional bottle at that price.

• Neoclassical economics predicts that depending on his
valuation, either the seller would like to sell at a price of
$200 or buy at $200.

•
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WTA Versus WTP

• Let us term the amount of money that owners of an
object are willing to accept in exchange for the object as
the willingness to accept (WTA). Specifically, WTA is the
minimum price, p = ps that the seller is willing to accept
in order to sell the item.

• The willingness to pay (WTP) for the object is the
amount of money that individuals are willing to pay to
buy an extra unit of the object. Specifically, WTP is the
maximum price, p = pb that the buyer is willing to pay in
order to buy the item.

• Thaler (1980) noted the presence of exchange
asymmetries i.e., WTA > WTP , a phenomenon known
as the endowment effect.
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WTA Versus WTP (Cont.)

• The effects of ownership need not be immediate, but
could be gradual, increasing over time as the duration of
ownership increases (Strahilevitz and Loewenstein
(1998)).

• Endowment effect is present in Duke basketball tickets as
Ariely shows (see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drEVExtrUgQ).

• Ariely and Simonson (2003) also demonstrate a similar
pattern for the case of bidding in auctions. The highest
bidder at any stage (who has not won the auction yet)
becomes partially attached to the object (a
pseudo-endowment effect).

• Is there an endowment effect in operation when you visit
a yard to buy a car? Sales people know about this ...
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Loss Aversion

• Thaler (1980) invoked loss aversion to explain the
endowment effect.

• The act of giving up the object is coded as a loss by the
owner, so loss aversion applies to sale of items or
perceived entitlements. For instance, sellers might be
reluctant to sell their house at a time of falling prices
because they perceive that they are entitled to a
previously prevailing higher price.

• The endowment effect does not apply to money i.e., loss
aversion does not apply to the buyer’s act of giving up
cash.
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Loss Aversion (Cont.)

• Notice that higher loss aversion impedes sales.

• The coefficient of loss aversion is simply the ratio of WTA
to WTP; that is, WTA

WTP
= ps

pb
= λ.

• In Kahneman et al. (1990), WTA = 7.12 and
WTP = 2.87, so we get that λ ≈ 2.5. Across 45 studies
surveyed in Horowitz and McConnell (2002), the median
estimate of WTA

WTP
= 2.6.
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What Sort of Factors Does the Loss

Aversion Depend On?

Loss aversion is reduced when:

• the owned good and the unowned good are close
substitutes (Chapman (1998)),

• the duration of ownership is shorter (Strahilevitz and
Loewenstein (1998)),

• subjects are older or more educated and are more
knowledgeable as to the attributes of the product,

• there is reduced ambiguity with respect to the value of
the good and a reduction in the cost of acquiring
information (Kolstad and Guzman (1999)).
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Loss Aversion and Framing

• If the same choice is framed as a loss rather than as a
gain, different decisions will be made.

• Consider the next experiments of Kahneman and Tversky
(1981) ...
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Experiment

Imagine that the US is preparing for the outbreak of an
unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people.
Choose a program to address the problem.

(a) In this program, 200 people will be saved.

(b) In this program, there is 1
3

chance that 600 people will be
saved, and 2

3
chance that no people will be saved.
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Experiment

Imagine that the US is preparing for the outbreak of an
unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people.
Choose a program to address the problem.

(a) In this program, 200 people will be saved. 72%

(b) In this program, there is 1
3

chance that 600 people will be
saved, and 2

3
chance that no people will be saved. 28%
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Experiment

Imagine that the US is preparing for the outbreak of an
unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people.
Choose a program to address the problem.

(a) In this program, 400 people will die.

(b) In this program, there is 1
3

chance that nobody will die,
and 2

3
chance that 600 will die.
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Experiment

Imagine that the US is preparing for the outbreak of an
unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people.
Choose a program to address the problem.

(a) In this program, 400 people will die. 22%

(b) In this program, there is 1
3

chance that nobody will die,
and 2

3
chance that 600 will die. 78%
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Loss Aversion and Framing (Cont.)

• People take great risks to avoid a loss. Reframing the
same option as a loss changes the choices.

• How about gambles?

• Does loss aversion cause investors to hold losing stocks
longer than winning stocks? When an investor sells a
losing stock, he is committing to the loss.

• In the study of Odean (1998) tracking 10,000 brokerage
accounts from 1987-1993 including 162,948 trades, 9.8%
of losing stocks were sold while 14.8% of gaining stocks
were sold.
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Introduction

Every day we are making decisions involving trade-offs between
short-term benefits and long-term benefits. At the same time,
we tend to be remarkably inconsistent in our choices.

• Smokers may be very careful in choosing pension plans.

• Frequent exercisers may not get regular medical
check-ups.

• People who run up large credit card bills may never drive
in excess of the speed limit.

We are also constantly changing our minds.

• We plan to go on a dietary regime, but we break it when
the desert trolley appears at the restaurant.

• We plan to clean the garage at the weekend, but end up
watching a football game.
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Intertemporal choices relate to decisions involving trade-offs
between costs and benefits occurring in different time periods.
Economists have been interested in such decisions. The
current model that is used by most economists, as well as by
governments and firms, is the Discounted Utility Model
(DUM) originally proposed by Samuelson in 1937.

The model specifies an intertemporal utility function
Ut(c1, ..., cT ), which describes the utility at time t of the
consumption profile (c1, ..., cT ) starting at period t and
continuing to period T . The functional form is the following:

Ut(c1, ..., cT ) =
∑T−t

k=0D(k)u(ct+k) where D(k) = ( 1
1+ρ

)k.
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Ut(c1, ..., cT ) =
∑T−t

k=0D(k)u(ct+k) where

D(k) = ( 1
1+ρ)

k

• The term u(ct+k) can be interpreted as the person’s
instantaneous utility function, meaning their perceived
well being in period t+ k.

• The term D(k) refers to the person’s discount function,
meaning the relative weight that the person attaches in
time period t to their well-being in period t+ k.

• Finally, the term ρ refer’s to the person’s discount rate,
meaning the rate at which they discount expected future
utilities.
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Example

We can consider the utility profile (20, 20, 20). It is assumed
that the model is discrete and that the utilities are all received
at points in time at the end of each period, rather than
being continuous flows throughout each period. This may
appear unrealistic but the DUM may be modified to transform
it into a continuous time-model - the utility function becomes
an integral of a negative exponential function. If the consumer
discounts future utility at the rate of 10% per year, the current
utility can be calculated as follows:

Ut(20, 20, 20) =
20

(1+0.1)
+ 20

(1+0.1)2
+ 20

(1+0.1)3
= 49.74.

The calculation illustrates an important feature of the DUM; it
closely resembles the compound interest formula used in
calculating net present values.
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Features (Criticisms) of the DUM

• Integration of new alternatives with existing plans
If a person is offered some prospect A and the person
currently has the consumption profile (ct, ..., cT ), then,
that person must now estimate the new consumption
profile with the new alternative (c′t, ..., c

′
T ). This may not

be so easy as it looks! For one, people do not possess
such advanced mental abilities, and for another, people
may just be not willing to reformulate their consumption
plans every time a new prospect is encountered.

• Utility independence
It is assumed in the DUM that discounted future utilities
are summed up. However, this ignores the possibility that
people may prefer a flat or rising utility profile to a falling
one.
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Features (Criticisms) of the DUM

(Cont.)
• Consumption independence

A person’s welfare in any time period is independent of
consumption in any other period. As Frederick,
Loewenstein and O’Donoghue (2002) state:
Consumption independence says that one’s preference between an
Italian and Thai restaurant tonight should not depend on whether
one had Italian last night nor whether one expects to have it
tomorrow (p. 357).

• Stationary instantaneous utility
The DUM assumes that the same activity yields the same
utility in the future, viewed from the future, as now.
People apply a projection bias; that is, exaggerate the
degree to which their future preferences will resemble
their current ones.
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Features (Criticisms) of the DUM

(Cont.)
• Stationary discounting

It is assumed in the DUM that people use the same
discount rate over their lifespans. In contrast, there is
considerable evidence that discounting rates vary
according to age. Read and Read (2004) and Harrison,
Lau and Williams (2002) found that older people discount
more than younger ones, and that middle-aged people
discount less than either group.

• Independence of discounting from consumption
All forms of consumption are discounted at the same rate.
However, there is evidence to point out that different
products are discounted at different rates, and even
different attributes of products are discounted differently.
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Methodology
How do investigators measure discount rates?

• Choice tasks
This is the most common experimental method for
eliciting discount rates. Subjects are typically asked to
choose between a smaller, more immediate reward, and a
larger, more distant reward. The obvious disadvantage of
this technique is that it only provides a lower or upper
limit to the discount rate (e.g. if you prefer $110 in one
year to $100 today, this merely tells us that their discount
rate is at most 10%.

• Matching tasks
Subjects give open-ended responses which equate two
intertemporal options (e.g. they may be asked how much
money they would require in one year to be equivalent to
receiving $100 now).
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Empirical EstimatesTABLE 1 (Cont.)

Study Time Range Annual Discount Rate(s)
Annual Discount

Factor(s)

Maital & Maital 1978 1 year 70% 0.59
Hausman 1979 undefined 5% to 89% 0.95 to 0.53
Gateley 1980 undefined 45% to 300% 0.69 to 0.25
Thaler 1981 3 mos. to 10 yrs. 7% to 345% 0.93 to 0.22
Ainslie & Haendel 1983 undefined 96000% to ∞ 0.00
Houston 1983 1 yr. to 20 yrs. 23% 0.81
Loewenstein 1987 immediately to 10 yrs. –6% to 212% 1.06 to 0.32
Moore and Viscusi 1988 undefined 10% to 12% 0.91 to 0.89
Benzion et al. 1989 6 mos. to 4 yrs. 9% to 60% 0.92 to 0.63
Viscusi & Moore 1989 undefined 11% 0.90
Moore & Viscusi 1990a undefined 2% 0.98
Moore & Viscusi 1990b undefined 1% to 14% 0.99 to 0.88
Shelley 1993 6 mos. to 4 yrs. 8% to 27% 0.93 to 0.79
Redelmeier & Heller 1993 1 day to 10 yrs. 0% 1.00
Cairns 1994 5 yrs. to 20 yrs. 14% to 25% 0.88 to 0.80
Shelley 1994 6 mos. to 2 yrs. 4% to 22% 0.96 to 0.82
Chapman & Elstein 1995 6 mos. to 12 yrs. 11% to 263% 0.90 to 0.28
Dolan & Gudex 1995 1 month to 10 yrs. 0% 1.00
Dreyfus and Viscusi 1995 undefined 11% to 17% 0.90 to 0.85
Kirby & Marakovic 1995 3 days to 29 days 3678% to ∞ 0.03 to 0.00
Chapman 1996 1 yr. to 12 yrs. negative to 300% 1.01 to 0.25
Kirby & Marakovic 1996 6 hours to 70 days 500% to 1500% 0.17 to 0.06
Pender 1996 7 mos. to 2 yrs. 26% to 69% 0.79 to 0.59
Wahlund & Gunnarson 1996 1 month to 1 yr. 18% to 158% 0.85 to 0.39
Cairns & van der Pol 1997 2 yrs. to 19 yrs. 13% to 31% 0.88 to 0.76
Green, Myerson & 
  McFadden 1997

3 mos. to 20 yrs. 6% to 111% 0.94 to 0.47

Johanneson & Johansson
  1997

6 yrs. to 57 yrs. 0% to 3% 0.97

Kirby 1997 1 day to 1 month 159% to 5747% 0.39 to 0.02
Madden et al. 1997 1 week to 25 yrs. 8% to ∞ 0.93 to 0.00
Chapman & Winquist 1998 3 months 426% to 2189% 0.19 to 0.04
Holden, Shiferaw & Wik 
  1998

1 yr. 28% to 147% 0.78 to 0.40

Cairns & van der Pol 1999 4 yrs. to 16 yrs. 6% 0.94
Chapman, Nelson & Hier
  1999

1 month to 6 mos. 13% to 19000% 0.88 to 0.01

Coller & Williams 1999 1 month to 3 mos. 15% to 25% 0.87 to 0.80
Kirby, Petry & Bickel 1999 7 days to 186 days 50% to 55700% 0.67 to 0.00
van der Pol & Cairns 1999 5 yrs. to 13 yrs. 7% 0.93
Chesson & Viscusi 2000 1 year to 25 yrs. 11% 0.90
Ganiats et al. 2000 6 mos. to 20 yrs. negative to 116% 1.01 to 0.46
Hesketh 2000 6 mos. to 4 yrs. 4% to 36% 0.96 to 0.74
van der Pol & Cairns 2001 2 yrs. to 15 yrs. 6% to 9% 0.94 to 0.92
Warner & Pleeter 2001 immediately to 22 yrs. 0% to 71% 0 to 0.58
Harrison, Lau & Williams
 2002

1 month to 37 mos. 28% 0.78
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Empirical Estimates by Publication

Year

one must recognize the influence of
many considerations besides pure time
preference.

6.1 Confounding Factors

A wide variety of procedures have
been used to estimate discount rates,
but most apply the same basic ap-
proach. Some actual or reported in-
tertemporal preference is observed, and
researchers then compute the discount
rate that this preference implies, using
a “financial” or net present value (NPV)
calculation. For instance, if a person
demonstrates indifference between 100
widgets now and 120 widgets in one
year, the implicit (annual) discount
rate, ρ, would be 20 percent, because
that value would satisfy the equation
100 = (1/(1 + ρ))120. Similarly, if a
person is indifferent between an ineffi-
cient low-cost appliance and a more
efficient one that costs $100 extra but
saves $20 a year in electricity over the
next ten years, the implicit discount
rate, ρ, would equal 15.1 percent, be-
cause that value would satisfy the
equation 100 = Σt = 1

10 (1 ⁄ (1 + ρ)) t20.
Although this is an extremely wide-

spread approach for measuring discount
rates, it relies on a variety of additional
(and usually implicit) assumptions, and is
subject to several confounding factors.

6.1.1 Consumption Reallocation

The calculation outlined above as-
sumes a sort of “isolation” in decision
making. Specifically, it treats the ob-
jects of intertemporal choice as dis-
crete, unitary, dated events; it assumes
that people entirely “consume” the re-
ward (or penalty) at the moment it is
received, as if it were an instantaneous
burst of utility. Furthermore, it assumes
that people don’t shift consumption
around over time in anticipation of the
receipt of the future reward or penalty.
These assumptions are rarely exactly
correct, and may sometimes be bad
approximations. Choosing between $50
today versus $100 next year, or choos-
ing between 50 pounds of corn today
versus 100 pounds next year, are not
the same as choosing between 50 utils
today and 100 utils on the same day
next year, as the calculations imply.
Rather, they are more complex choices
between the various streams of con-
sumption that those two dated rewards
make possible.

6.1.2 Intertemporal Arbitrage

In theory, choices between tradable
rewards, such as money, should not re-
veal anything about time preferences.
As Victor Fuchs (1982) and others have
noted, if capital markets operate effec-
tively (if monetary amounts at different
times can be costlessly exchanged at a
specified interest rate), choices be-
tween dated monetary outcomes can be
reduced to merely selecting the reward
with the greatest net present value
(using the market interest rate).28 To
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28 Meyer (1976) expresses this point: “. . . if we
can lend and borrow at the same rate . . . , then
we can simply show that, regardless of the funda-
mental orderings on the c’s [consumption
streams], the induced ordering on the x’s [se-
quences of monetary flows] is given by simple dis-
counting at this given rate. . . . We could say that
the market assumes command and the market rate
prevails for monetary flows.”

380 Journal of Economic Literature, Vol. XL (June 2002)
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Time Preference

We have seen the very wide disparity between different
measures of the discount rate. The primary reason for the
variability is the existence of confounding factors in the
measurement of time preference.

• Consumption reallocation
When discount rates are calculated it is normally assumed
that rewards and losses are consumed immediately at the
same point in time that they are received, and that they
do not affect the pattern of consumption at other time
periods. Ideally, the calculation of discount rates should
take into account the effects of rewards and losses on the
whole lifetime pattern of consumption.
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Time Preference (Cont.)

• Concave utility
The majority of empirical studies involve monetary
rewards, and base their calculations on monetary
amounts. Assume that a subject is indifferent between
$100 now and $150 in 5 years (i.e. the discount rate,
assuming no consumption reallocation, is 8.4% a year on
the basis of the monetary amounts). However, it may be
that the $150 has only 30% more utility than the $100,
which implies that the discount rate is actually 5.4%. This
shows that utility discount rates are lower than monetary
discount rates when utility functions are concave.
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Time Preference (Cont.)

• Uncertainty and inflation
Most studies ignore the effect of uncertainty and inflation.
Future costs and rewards are invariably associated with
uncertainty in practice. In experimental studies,
investigators assure subjects that delayed rewards will be
delivered with certainty, but whether subjects believe this
is very much questionable. In addition, in practice, people
are likely to discount future monetary rewards according
to their experiences and expectations of inflation.
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Time Preference (Cont.)

• Visceral factors
The prospect of an immediate reward may stimulate
visceral factors that temporarily increase the attraction of
the reward. Frederick, Loewenstein and O’Donoghue
(2002) argue that if these visceral factors increase the
attractiveness of the immediate reward without affecting
its enjoyment (decision utility rather than experienced
utility), then “they are probably best viewed as a
legitimate determinant of time preference (p. 383).” On
the other hand, if visceral factors do affect experienced
utility, then “they might best be regarded as a
confounding factor.”
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Time-Inconsistent Preferences

The basic trade-off in intertemporal choice is between a benefit
that will arrive ‘smaller-sooner’ (SS) versus ‘larger-later’ (LL).
The essence of this kind of self-control problem, which we can
refer to as temptation, is that when the SS benefit is still
some way in the future, people make the decision to forego it
in favor of the LL benefit; however, as time moves on and the
proximity of the SS benefit becomes more immediate, the SS
benefit also becomes more appealing, and people ‘yield to
temptation’ and reverse their previous decision.
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Time-Inconsistent Preferences (Cont.)

When payoffs are negative, involving costs, the SS versus LL
trade-off relates to a different kind of self-control problem:
procrastination. An example is starting a project that
involves a deadline; if it is started earlier the cost is relatively
small, but if it is delayed then the cost is larger in terms of
greater effort and added stress. In this case, when the SS cost
is some way in the future, people prefer SS to LL; however, as
time moves on and the SS becomes immediate, people tend to
switch to preferring LL and put off starting the project.
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Empirical Studies on

Time-Inconsistent Preferences

Experimental studies have shown the phenomenon of
time-inconsistent preferences in a more precise and
quantitative manner. For example, Ainslie and Haslam (1992)
reported that “a majority of subjects say they would prefer to
have a prize of a $100 certified check available immediately
over a $200 certified check that could not be cashed before 2
years; the same people do not prefer a $100 certified check
that could be cashed in 6 years to a $200 certified check that
could be cashed in 8 years (p. 69).”

This implies that the discount rate used by the subjects is
greater over the short time horizon than over the long time
horizon.
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Hyperbolic Discounting

Strotz (1955) drew attention to the case of declining discount
rates; that is, people tend to be impatient in the short run,
using a higher discount rate, and become more patient over
longer periods of time. This phenomenon is referred to as
present bias, and has led to hyperbolic discounting.

The first formal model involving hyperbolic discounting was
constructed by Chung and Herrnstein (1967), and was later
developed, in particular, by Laibson (1996, 1997, 1998).

Recall that the DUM has a discount factor that can be
described by D(t) = δt. This is referred to as an exponential
discount function. Thus, if a person has a utility function
u(x0, ..., xT ), the utilities in the periods 0, 1, ..., T are
discounted by 1, δ, ..., δT .
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Hyperbolic Discounting (Cont.)
The original hypebolic discount function introduced by
Chung and Herrnstein (1967) took the form of D(t) = 1

t
.

Phelps and Pollak (1968) used a modified version of this
function, referred to as a quasi-hyperbolic function. This is
described below:

D(t) = 1 if t = 0

βδt if t > 0.

In general, β < 1, implying a discontinuous discounting of all
rewards obtained at any future time t > 0. Thus, it can be
said that β measures the degree of present bias. In the
limiting case where β = 1, the quasi-hyperbolic function
reduces to the exponential function. Note that the present
bias in quasi-hyperbolic discounting is larger the smaller the
parameter β.
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Revisiting Ainslie and Haslam (1992)

The primary implication of hyperbolic discounting is that time
preferences will be inconsistent. We have already seen that
there is empirical evidence of that.

Let us assume that subjects have β = 0.6 and δ = 0.9.

Assume further that they are faced with the choice between
receiving $100 today versus $200 in 2 years.

V($100 today)= 100

V($200 in 2 years)= 0.6(0.9)2(200) = 97.2

The same subjects are faced with a choice of $100 in 6 years
versus $200 in 8 years.

V($100 in 6 years)= 0.6(0.9)6(100) = 31.9

V($200 in 8 years)= 0.6(0.9)8(200) = 51.7
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Final Remarks

• We can also see how the (β, δ) model describes a
procrastination situation, by considering the mirror image
of the problem above and changing both payoffs into
negative ones.

• The reason for the effectiveness of (β, δ) model lies in the
assumption of the higher discount rate between the
current period and the next, but a constant discount
rate thereafter.

• The model fits empirical findings well, mimicking the
qualitative property of the hyperbolic discount function.
DellaVigna (2009) summarizes several studies that
support the (β, δ) model.
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Ioannou and Sadeh (2016)

The biggest uncertainty of all in the economics of climate change is the
uncertainty about which interest rate to use for discounting.

Weitzman (2007)

• Understanding how individuals discount and evaluate the
risks of environmental outcomes is a prime component in
designing effective environmental policy.

• Are intertemporal and risk preferences the same in the
environmental and monetary domains?

• In the monetary domain, time preferences and risk
aversion are elicited with real monetary payoffs, whereas
in the environmental domain, we elicit time preferences
and risk aversion using real (bee-friendly) plants.
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The Main Idea
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Experimental Design

domains were evaluated by subjects.

Our experimental design applied a hybrid of a ‘within-subject’ and ‘between-subject’

design (Charness, Gneezy, and Kuhn (2012)). In line with a standard ‘within-subject’ design,

each subject was exposed sequentially to the six tasks. We safeguarded against the possibility

of observing order effects by splitting the sample into four subsamples (A1, A2, B1 and B2).

The four subsamples differed only in the order the first four tasks were presented (i.e. the

monetary discounting task, the monetary risk aversion test, the environmental discounting

task and the environmental risk aversion test), thereby replicating a ‘between-design’ for

these four tasks. This allowed us to harness the strength of each design while safeguarding

against possible confounds. The experimental design is indicated in Table 1. In Panel A,

we provide a brief description of the task and the corresponding acronym. In Panel B, we

display the order of the tasks in the four subsamples.

Table 1: Experimental Design

Panel A

Task Acronym

Monetary Discounting MD

Monetary Risk Aversion Test MRAT

Environmental Discounting ED

Environmental Risk Aversion Test ERAT

Cognitive Reflection Test CRT

Questionnaire Q

Panel B
Subsamples

Stage A1 A2 B1 B2

1 MD MRAT ED ERAT

2 MRAT MD ERAT ED

3 ED ERAT MD MRAT

4 ERAT ED MRAT MD

5 CRT CRT CRT CRT

6 Q Q Q Q

# of Subjects 31 31 27 29

# of Sessions 2 2 2 2

Notes: In Panel A, we provide a brief description of the task and the corresponding acronym. In Panel B, we

display the order of the tasks in the four subsamples. The last 2 tasks were common in all four subsamples.

The first four tasks (MD, MRAT, ED and ERAT) were shuffled across the four subsamples. The last two

rows display the total number of participants and the number of sessions in each subsample.

6
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Valuation of a Bee-Friendly Plant

• We calibrated the value of a bee-friendly plant using two
contingent valuation studies.

• The first contingent valuation study presented subjects
with an open-ended question asking them to indicate
their maximum willingness to pay to contribute one extra
plant to the project.

• The top five modal values were utilized in the second
contingent valuation study, which presented subjects with
only one out of the five possible values. Subjects were
asked whether they were willing to pay that particular
amount to contribute one extra bee-friendly plant.

• We found that the mean willingness to pay was
approximately £4.98. Consequently, we implemented a
conversion rate of 1 plant = £5.
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Bee-Friendly Plants
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Time Preferences
Table 3: Binary Choices and Implied Discount-Rate Brackets

Panel A

Monetary Discounting (MD)

Binary Choice Hyperbolic Discount-Rate Brackets

Smaller sooner Larger later 3-month 6-month 12-month

(£) (£) (%) (%) (%)

50 55 /− 40 /− 20 /− 10

50 60 40− 80 20− 40 10− 20

50 65 80− 120 40− 60 20− 30

50 70 120− 160 60− 80 30− 40

50 75 160− 200 80− 100 40− 50

50 100 200− 400 100− 200 50− 100

Panel B

Environmental Discounting (ED)

Binary Choice Hyperbolic Discount-Rate Brackets

Smaller sooner Larger later 3-month 6-month 12-month

(plants) (plants) (%) (%) (%)

10 11 /− 40 /− 20 /− 10

10 12 40− 80 20− 40 10− 20

10 13 80− 120 40− 60 20− 30

10 14 120− 160 60− 80 30− 40

10 15 160− 200 80− 100 40− 50

10 20 200− 400 100− 200 50− 100

Notes: In Panel A, we display the binary choices and the implied hyperbolic discount-rate brackets in the

Monetary Discounting (MD) task. In Panel B, we display the binary choices and the implied hyperbolic

discount-rate brackets in the Environmental Discounting (ED) task.

All the intertemporal choices presented to participants incorporated a front-end delay

as is standard practice in many such experimental studies. Rather than giving subjects an

earlier option that is payable at the end of the experimental session, discounting experiments

typically make use of a front-end delay where the smaller sooner choice is itself delayed by

a short time period (Coller and Williams (1999); Andersen, Harrison, Lau, and Rutström

(2008)). The main advantage of this approach is that the front-end delay safeguards against

possible confounding effects caused by any perceived transaction costs being associated with

the larger later payment (Harrison and Lau (2005)).

The payment method was designed to further reduce any perceived transaction costs.

Subjects were given a requisition form at the end of the experimental session, which detailed

their payoffs. The requisition form had to be dropped off at the Finance Office (in the School

10
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Risk Preferences
Table 4: Risk Aversion Tests

Panel A

Monetary Risk Aversion Test (MRAT)

Option Outcome Payoffs Probability

(£)

1 X 50.00 50%

Y 50.00 50%

2 X 35.00 50%

Y 87.50 50%

3 X 25.00 50%

Y 112.50 50%

4 X 15.00 50%

Y 137.50 50%

5 X 5.00 50%

Y 162.50 50%

Panel B

Environmental Risk Aversion Test (ERAT)

Option Outcome Payoffs Probability

(plants)

1 X 10 plants 50%

Y 10 plants 50%

2 X 7 plants 50%

Y 18 plants 50%

3 X 5 plants 50%

Y 23 plants 50%

4 X 3 plants 50%

Y 28 plants 50%

5 X 1 plant 50%

Y 33 plants 50%

Notes: Panel A displays the Monetary Risk Aversion Test (MRAT). Panel B displays the Environmental Risk

Aversion Test (ERAT). Both panels follow the same structure. In the first column, the 5 options available

to subjects are listed. In the second column, the possible outcomes of each option are listed: Outcome X or

Outcome Y. In the third column, the payoffs associated with each outcome in each option are listed. Note

that the inability to express decimals in plants led us to the rounding up of payoffs in this domain. In column

four, the probability of that specific outcome occurring is listed.

3.3.3 Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) & Questionnaire (Q)

The Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) was proposed by Frederick (2005) as a way of measuring

a specific type of cognitive ability − that of suppressing a spontaneous response in favor of a

12
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General Hypotheses

1 Subjects’ intertemporal choices are the same across the
monetary domain and the environmental domain.

2 Subjects’ risk aversion is the same across the monetary
domain and the environmental domain.

3 Subjects’ intertemporal choices correlate with their risk
aversion within a domain.
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χ2-Tests on Domain Differences in Time

Preferences

Table 8: Order Effects

Subsamples A2/A1 B1/A2 B1/A1 B2/B1 B2/A2 B2/A1

Alternative hypothesis: choicei 6= choicej

p-values
Time Preferences

MD (3-month delay) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.196 0.083

MD (6-month delay) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.511 0.326

MD (12-month delay) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.625

ED (3-month delay) 0.781 1.000 1.000 0.869 0.264 0.251

ED (6-month delay) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.165

ED (12-month delay) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.429 0.240

Risk Aversion

MRAT 0.910 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

ERAT 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.413 0.145

Notes: We use the Bonferroni adjustment, which corrects for multiple comparisons in the p-values to deter-

mine whether subjects’ choice in a specific task differs (i 6= j) across the pairwise, subsample comparison.

MD is the acronym for Monetary Discounting, ED for Environmental Discounting, MRAT for Monetary

Risk Aversion Test, and ERAT for Environmental Risk Aversion Test.

Table 9: χ2-Tests on Domain Differences in Time Preferences

Subsamples All A1 A2 B1 B2

Alternative hypothesis: MD 6= ED

p-values

3-month 0.192 0.100 0.404 0.354 0.442

6-month 0.256 0.728 0.888 0.346 0.164

12-month 0.328 0.222 0.403 0.802 0.359

Notes: We report p-values from the χ2-test in the full sample and each subsample, where the H0 states

that the discounting behavior across the across the monetary (MD) and the environmental domains (ED) is

similar when controlling for the time delay.

model by adding a gender variable, an interaction variable between gender and domain, a

variable on whether the subject’s parents own their home, a variable on whether the subject

belongs in one of the top four, pro-environmental groups of DEFRA (2008) (i.e. exhibits

environmental awareness), and a variable on whether the subject scored at least 2 questions
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Result 1: Subjects’ intertemporal choices are the same across
the monetary and the environmental domains.
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χ2-Tests on Domain Differences in Risk Aversion

The second hypothesis aims to determine whether a change in domain has an impact on

subjects’ risk aversion. We thus run a standard χ2-test to examine whether subjects’ choices

on gambles are the same across domains using the full sample as well as each subsample.

Table 11 shows the results of the test. In two of the four subsamples (A1 and B2), there

exists evidence to suggest of a domain effect in subjects’ choices on gambles. In the full

sample, we see that the H0 is rejected at the 5% level of statistical significance; thus, there

exists a domain effect on subjects’ risk aversion.

Table 11: χ2-Test on Domain Differences in Risk Aversion

Subsamples All A1 A2 B1 B2

Alternative hypothesis: MRAT 6= ERAT

p-values

0.011 0.070 0.438 0.328 0.037

Notes: We utilize the χ2-test in the full sample and each subsample to determine whether subjects’ choices

on gambles are the same across the two domains.

In addition, analogous to the aforementioned analysis, we also run two mixed-effects

ordered probit regressions in Table 12 with subjects’ choices in the tests on risk aversion as

the categorical dependent variable. Crucially, we find that subjects exhibit a higher degree of

risk aversion in the environmental domain relative to the monetary domain.14 These findings

culminate in our second main result.

R2: Subjects’ risk aversion is statistically different across the monetary and the environmen-

tal domains. Specifically, subjects exhibit higher levels of risk aversion in the environmental

domain.

Furthermore, it is important to observe that in Model 2 of Table 12, the domain and

gender regressors are both significant, while the interaction regressor (domain × gender) is

not. This implies that both men and women exhibit higher levels of risk aversion in the

environmental domain than in the monetary one, and that women exhibit higher levels of

risk aversion than men in both the monetary and the environmental domains. The finding

that women are more risk averse than men in the monetary domain corroborates existing

results due to Eckel and Grossman (2002). Crucially, we show this finding to also hold in

the environmental domain. Finally, we find that neither time preferences nor risk aversion

14A negative coefficient indicates an increase in the likelihood that a subject will choose one of the earlier
(safer) gambles, thereby displaying a higher degree of risk aversion.
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Result 2: Subjects’ risk aversion is statistically different across
the monetary and the environmental domains. Specifically,
subjects exhibit higher levels of risk aversion in the
environmental domain.
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Mixed-Effects Ordered Probit Results on Time

Preferences & Risk Aversion
Part of the motivation for discounting future outcomes rests on
the element of risk introduced by the time delay. It is possible
that time and risk preferences are driven by similar processes.

the risk aversion task is the categorical dependent variable. The explanatory variables are

the switches of the three delay periods; that is, the 3-month, 6-month, and 12-month. We

find no significant correlation between the risk aversion variable and any of the discounting

variables. This implies that there is no evidence of an individual’s intertemporal choices

being related to their choices on risk aversion, which culminates in our last main result.

R3: Subjects’ intertemporal choices show no correlation with their risk aversion within a

domain.

Table 13: Mixed-Effects Ordered Probit Results on Time Preferences & Risk
Aversion

Variables Model 1

3-month switch 0.001

(0.071)

6-month switch 0.057

(0.095)

12-month switch -0.022

(0.083)

Notes: A subject’s choice in the risk aversion task is the categorical dependent variable. The 3-month switch

is a categorical variable representing the choice made in the 3-month delay period. The 6-month switch is

a categorical variable representing the choice made in the 6-month delay period. The 12-month switch is

a categorical variable representing the choice made in the 12-month delay period. All standard errors are

reported in parentheses.

5 Concluding Remarks

We study experimentally subjects’ time preferences and risk aversion across two domains:

the monetary domain and the environmental domain. Our study is the first to utilize an

incentivized experimental design: in the monetary domain, time preferences and risk aver-

sion are elicited with real monetary payoffs, whereas in the environmental domain, time

preferences and risk aversion are elicited using real, bee-friendly plants. Contrasting sub-

jects’ intertemporal choices across the monetary and environmental domains, we find that

subjects’ discounting behavior is not statistically different. In sharp contrast, subjects’ risk

aversion is significantly different across the monetary domain and the environmental domain;

specifically, subjects tend to be unwilling to take on large gambles when it comes to bee-
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Result 3: Subjects’ intertemporal choices show no correlation
with their risk aversion within a domain.
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Emotions



Motivation

• In economics, the standard practice is to focus on
emotionless deliberation and assume that economic
agents make cool, calculated decisions in constructing
trade-offs between alternative choices.

• On the contrary, evidence suggests that humans operate
along the entire range of the emotional spectrum, rather
than at the cool end only.

• Emotions are central to human behavior and affect
economic outcomes in a fundamental way.

• In the recent years, there has been an impressive spurt of
research activity in this area.
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Visceral Influences
• One manifestation of emotions that has an important

influence on human decision-making is intense
physiological states that are lumped under the term
visceral factors.

• Examples include hunger, thirst, moods, physical pain,
and craving for a drug.

• Consider sleep deprivation in its extreme form. Individuals
do not make a rational decision to fall asleep behind the
wheel of a car. Yet the consequences are disastrous.

• Visceral factors are not tastes or preferences as they arise
from external stimulation or deprivation, hence they may
be more volatile than tastes.

• Loewenstein (1996) has drawn attention to the role of
visceral factors in influencing choices. Two important
features are the following.
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Visceral Influences (Cont.)
1 Current visceral factors can have a disproportionate

influence on current behavior. Under extreme visceral
influences, the individual may behave as if the discount
factor is 0.

• Individuals with phobias know that they are
non-threatening but are still unable to counter them.

• Police use extreme visceral influences such as pain,
hunger, sleep deprivation to elicit confessions.

2 Individuals typically underestimate the importance of
visceral factors in determining their past, current, and
future behavior.

• A high proportion of pregnant women who choose not to
get epidural, change their mind once labor sets in.

• The endowment effect can be thought of as evoking the
visceral factor of attachment.
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Emotions and Cognition

• Observed human behavior is the outcome of interactions
between a cognitive and an emotional system in the brain.

• The emotional system is thought to be quick, reactive
and automatic; it operates at the hot end of the spectrum
of human emotions.

• The cognitive system is slow, deliberative, focuses on the
larger goals, and operates at the cold end of the spectrum
of human emotions.

• The objectives of the emotional and the cognitive systems
can sometimes be in conflict, and at other times, in
harmony.
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Dual Process Model

• System 1 (intuitive thinking) operates automatically and
quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary
control.

• System 2 (analytical thinking) allocates attention to the
effortful mental activities that demand it, including
complex computations. For example, we use system 2
thinking to work out complex arithmetical calculations
and other rule-based problems.
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Brain
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Schematic of the Dual Process Model

• A stimulus, s, which belongs to set S, activates the
emotional state m(s) and the cognitive state c(s).

• The objective function of the emotional state is given by
U e(x,m(s)). The objective function of the cognitive
state is given by U c(x,m(s), c(s)).

• U e and U c are strictly concave in x and continuous in all
arguments.
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Dual Process Model (Cont.)

• Observed behavior is the outcome of the interaction
between the emotional and cognitive systems.

• For instance, the proximity of tempting foods could create
an emotional state of hunger. Faced with such a stimulus
at lunchtime, the objectives of the cognitive and
emotional systems are likely to be in agreement with each
other.

• However, faced with such a tempting stimulus between
lunch and dinner, the cognitive system of an individual on
a diet is likely to recommend the opposite course of
action to the emotional system.

• The strength of the stimulus in terms of (i) its physical
proximity, (ii) changes versus levels of stimuli, (iii)
vividness of stimuli, will dominate one over the other.
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